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Abstract: Graphene metal oxide composite show applications in many areas according to their
excellent electronic properties. Accordingly, graphene was subjected to interaction with NiO as
adsorbing and a complex state. Semiempirical quantum mechanical calculations at PM6 was used to
study the total energy, the final heat of formation, ionization energy, total dipole moment as well the
charge distribution of the surface of graphene metal oxide composite. Calculated data indicated that
graphene symmetry is changed into the C1 point group, forming stable composites with NiO that the
complex composites were more stable compared with adsorb state composites. The change in the partial
charge of graphene is responsible for the change in total dipole moment and hence affecting the increase
in the reactivity of graphene/nickel oxide composite.
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1. Introduction
Carbon-based materials are widely used in many applications owing to their low cost,
high surface-area-to-volume ratio, high electrical conductivity, and high thermal stability [12]. It could be used for storing charges electrodes by means of physical adsorption, which
renders high power density and long cycle life rather than battery-grade materials [3].
Functionalized carbon-based materials could be achieved with the help of metal oxides. For
storage materials, graphene/metal oxides are considered as redox-active and have been utilized
as an efficient energy storage electrode [4-5]. Among metal oxides NiO is considered as a redox
transition metal active material, characterized by its abundance, low price, thermal and
chemical stability, it is also known as eco-friendly which in turn makes it easy for disposal. It
is reported that graphene supported metal oxide, especially those in the nanoscale, show the
affection of metal oxide graphene surface [6-7]. Graphene/metal oxide shows potential
applications according to their unique properties, which are previously reported [8-12]. Among
the wide range of applications, it was applied in biology [13], catalysis [14], imaging [15], and
sensors [16]. NiO is classified as an antiferromagnetic semiconductor with an energy bandgap
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of about 3.6 eV [17]. However, it is characterized by its highly electronic properties, but it
shows the impact in different applications covering other fields such as biological applications.
As it shows both antibacterial and antifungal activities [18], this, in turn, allows researchers to
apply it as an anticancer agent [19]. According to the unique electronic properties of G/NiO
and a wide range of applications, researchers devote their work to experimental
characterizations of such composite. Many research works are then devoted to elucidating the
structural, vibrational, surface, electrical, electrochemical, and thermal properties of G/NiO
[20-24]. Molecular modeling with several levels of theories and/or different softcodes provides
important physical, chemical, and biological parameters for molecular systems [25-26]. These
parameters are important for understanding the structure and behaviors of many systems and
molecules in different fields of applications [27-30]. It was an attempt to correlate reactivity of
the drug with the physical parameters such as total dipole moment, HOMO/LUMO band gab
energy together with molecular electrostatic potential as stated earlier for the reactivity of
chemical structures [31-36]. Understanding the effect of metal oxide on the electronic
properties of graphene leads to continuous developments in the molecular modeling methods
to follow up on the expected changes. So that, graphene was interacted with NiO through
adsorb state than through the complex. Also, the interaction took place once through O-atom
of the NiO then through Ni-atom. The studied model molecules are then subjected to PM6
model to study some physical parameters indicating the effect of NiO on graphene.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Calculation details.

All the studied model molecules were calculated using SCIGRESS software [37] at
Molecular Spectroscopy and Modeling Unit, Spectroscopy Department, National Research
Centre, Egypt. Each model molecule is subjected to semiempirical calculations at PM6 [38]
method to calculate the physical parameters and estimate the charge transfer then the total
dipole moment of the studied model molecules. For comparison with a higher level of theory,
graphene is subjected to calculation with DFT at B3LYP/3-21g* [39-41] with Gaussian 09
program [42] at Molecular Spectroscopy and Modeling Unit, Spectroscopy Department,
National Research Centre, Egypt.
3. Results and Discussion
The first step in this work is to introduce the steps conducted for building the studied
model molecules. As indicated in figure 1, sheet consists of 46 carbon atoms is chosen as a
model molecule for graphene.

Figure 1. Studied model molecule for graphene, which is consists of 46 carbon atoms, the labeled atoms
indicated the C=C bond which is broken to form C-C, then 2NiO interact with graphene throughout these two
atoms.
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One of the bonds between C=C is broken, then two molecules of NiO is introduced as
complex in two ways once through O to form G/2ONi then through Ni to form G/2NiO as
indicated in figure 2, a, b. Throughout the same C=C. The same is repeated without broken of
bonds to form G/2ONi and G/2NiO as adsorb state, as indicated in figure 2 c, d.

abcdFigure 2. Studied model molecules for graphene G, which is interacted as a complex with NiO throughout
oxygen, then nickel to form a- G/2NiO, b- G/2ONi then to form c- G/2NiO, c- G/2ONi.

The studied model molecules will be subjected to PM6 calculations that need some kind
of verification and/or validation. In order to validate the PM6 mode, a comparison with a higher
level of theory is conducted. In order to verify the data obtained by PM6, compassion is carried
out with a higher level of theory. Accordingly, PM6 is compared with DFT:B3LYP/3-21g*, as
indicated in figure 3. A listed in table 1 some parameters calculated, such as the bond distance
C-C, bond angle C-C-C, HOMO/LUMO bandgap energy, and finally, the total dipole moment.
These parameters are calculated from the first derivative. The results show comparable values,
while PM6 has the advantage of calculation within a reasonable time as it is not a high-cost
method.

Figure 3. Comparison between calculated IR spectra of graphene at PM6 as indicated in (a) and at
DFT:B3LYP/3-21g* as indicated in (b).
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Table 1. Comparison between calculated parameters which calculated at PM6 and DFT:B3LYP/3-21g*.
Calculated parameter
C-C Å
C-C-C º
HOMO/LUMO eV
Total dipole moment

PM6
1.4265
120.078
0.3940
1.274

DFT:B3LYP/3-21g*
1.4202
120.000
0.3010
0.900

Another comparison could be through the second derivative as one compares between
the calculated IR for two methods, as seen in figure 3. Figure 3 presents the two spectra for
graphene at PM6 and DFT:B3LYP/3-21g*. Although both spectra are nearly the same that
corresponding to PM6 is shifted and not in coincidence with a higher level of theory.
This is maybe due to the effect of electron correlation, which is not concluded in the
PM6 but included in DFT method [43]. Correlating the data for physical parameters in table 1
with the vibrational frequencies in figure 3, one can conclude that PM6 method gives
reasonable physical data in an appropriate time, while vibrational data is not so accurate.
Accordingly, in this study, the studied model molecules will be calculated with PM6.
Table 2. PM6 calculated total energy (eV), the final heat of formation (KCal), electronic energy (eV),
ionization potential, total dipole moment as Debye (eV), point group, for G, C46/2NiO and C46/2ONi as
adsorb state than as a complex state.
Descriptors
Molecular weight
Total energy
Final heat of formation
Point group
Ionization potential
Total dipole moment

G
570.648
-5871.767
265.244
D3h
6.456
1.274

Adsorb state
C46/2NiO
C46/2ONi
724.099
724.099
-7481.769
-7477.3930
327.259
428.182
C1
C1
7.177
6.707
10.708
1.476

Complex state
C46/2NiO
C46/2 ONi
724.099
724.099
-7485.3649
-7486.444
244.344
219.458
C1
C1
1.198
0.245
7.891
4.105

We are going to compare each parameter for G/NiO with the same parameter for G. As
indicated in table 2. The molecular weight was 570.648 then increased to be 724.099 for all
composites, whatever the interaction adsorb or complex.
Regarding the calculated total energy, it was 5871.767 eV, which is lower than those
for G/NiO in both adsorb and complex states. This is an indication that the studied G/NiO
composite is stable. For the calculated final heat of formation for G was 265.24379 Kcal, then
it became higher corresponding to adsorb state then decreased correspondingly to complex
state. This means that the formation of G/NiO as the complex is more stable than the formation
of G/NiO as adsorb state. The molecular point group for G was D3h, which is the symmetry of
a tricapped trigonal prism, this is really a good description for the slab of graphene used as a
model molecule in this work. As far as graphene interacts with CaO, D3h is changed into C1
for all the studied composites, which an indication that the composites became with no
symmetry. This could be an indication of the deformation that happened as a result of the
composite formation, at least at this level of theory. This also may be a limitation for the studied
PM6 method. The ionization potential for G was 6.456 eV increased for G/NiO as adsorb state
then dramatically decreased correspondingly to complex state.
Finally, the total dipole moment is calculated for G as 1.274 Debye then increased as
10.708 Debye C46/2NiO (adsorb state), 7.891 Debye for C46/2NiO (complex state), and
finally was 1.476 Debye (complex state), for C46/2ONi (adsorb state). The dipole moment is
a good descriptor for the chemical reactivity of the graphene as well as its composites as well
as other molecular systems, as stated earlier [44-45].
As stated in building model molecule one of the C=C is broken then we follow up the
changes in two carbon atoms. Accordingly, the results in table 3 are presented for those two
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atoms. For G, the charge was -0.032417 and 0.032116. the number of electrons also for G was
4.0324 and 3.9679. These electrons distributed as (1.08407, 2.94835) and (1.09544, 2.87245)
for s-Pop and p-Pop for each carbon atom. Comparing the same values for G/NiO it is clear
that the existence of metal oxide is changing the charge partially which in turn changing the
electron configurations also this is maybe the reason for changing the values of the total dipole
moment indicated in table 1 and subsequently induced chemical interaction in terms the dipole
moment. In terms of the calculated total dipole moment, the composite C46/2NiO as adsorbing
and complex state are most reactive as compared with the other two composites.
Although PM6 is relative as compared with a higher level of theory, but still of concern
for many applications as indicated in the present work. This finding is in good agreement with
the previous findings [46-49].
Table 3. PM6 calculated total charge, a number of electrons, with distribution in s-Pop and p-Pop for G/2CaO
and G/2OCa as adsorb state G/2CaO and G/2OCa as complex.
Calculated quantity
Charge
No. of electrons
s-Pop
p-Pop

G
-0.032417
0.032116
4.0324
3.9679
1.08407
1.09544
2.94835
2.87245

Adsorb state
C46/2NiO
C46/2ONi
-0.116303
0.101361
-0.125846
-0.097267
4.1163
3.8986
4.1258
4.0973
1.08040
1.08675
1.08819
1.09230
3.03590
2.81189
3.03765
3.00497

Complex
C46/2NiO
C46/2 ONi
0.014081
0.263516
-0.217273
0.300649
3.9859
3.7365
4.2173
3.6994
1.08339
1.10510
1.10496
1.10442
2.90253
2.63138
3.11231
2.59490

4. Conclusions
Graphene is subjected to interaction through adsorbing and complex states with NiO
forming four composites. The semiempirical calculation at PM6 indicated that deformation
took place while the studied composites are stable with higher stabilities for the complex state
as compared with adsorb state. The existence of NiO induces a change in the charge partially,
which in turn changed the total dipole moment. The total dipole moment is responsible for the
chemical reactivity of the studied composites.
Although PM6 is relatively low computational cost with reasonable accuracy, but still
potentially valid method for predicting some properties such as charge, ionization potential
with comparable results with ab initio methods, while predicting IR frequencies, requires a
higher level of theory
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